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**INTRODUCTION**

The 2016 PES Conference Call for Papers invited submissions on the theme of “philosophy of education in ‘the gap between past and future’.” The phrase comes from Hannah Arendt’s preface to *Between Past and Future* and “urges us to think carefully about the challenges of preparing young people for an unforeseen future in light of these fissures in time.” Arendt argues that the gap is opened up and sustained by “the act of thinking itself,” and in this vein, the Call for Papers seeks to make “this thinking public in the hopes of redirecting educational thinking, policy and practice.”

Let’s take a closer look at Arendt’s argument. Her main inspirations are the poet René Char and the writer Franz Kafka. Arendt begins the Preface with a line from the former: “Notre héritage n’est pas précédé d’aucun testament.” This testifies to a resistance and an unnamed and disappeared treasure, lost by the absence of Testament, due to “historical events.” One of Kafka’s Parables is the “single description of that crisis,” and tells the story of a man (“he”) who must fight against the past that presses him from his back and the future that presses him from his front. If there is fight, it is because there is a human being there. Without him, the forces of time would have been neutralized or destroyed.

Arendt’s interpretation of the Parable emphasizes that for human beings time is not continuous, but rather is a cut in the middle of the line at the point where Kafka’s man is. His position in this line demands that we consider the present not as we commonly do, as simply a non-graspable or escaping instant (*nym*), but rather as a gap that exists due to his constant fight, his taking of a position against the past and future. Kafka’s man has such a difficult time dealing with the opposing forces of past and future that he dreams, as Kafka points out, of stepping outside the fighting line and becoming a judge of the fight.

As Arendt reveals, Kafka presupposes what she calls a “traditional image of time,” according to which time is a rectilinear movement. Additionally, she claims that when humans carry the dream of escaping from this line they fall into the metaphysic dream of a non-temporal sphere. Throughout her analysis, Arendt distinguishes between two forms of time: a) historic or biographic time, and b) mental time. The gap can only exist in the latter, as the former is just the continuous, consecutive, and successive line of time. Only while living the non-temporal life of thinking, could “he” live in the gap between past and future. This non-temporal space is not passed down from one generation to another, it is not inherited, but rather “each new generation, indeed every new human being as he inserts himself between an infinite past and an infinite future, must discover and ploddingly pave it anew.”

Arendt shows that this lived experience of thinking in the gap can only be acquired by thinking itself, through “practice” and “exercises.” She further clarifies that these exercises consist of more than just applying mental processes as if they
were techniques or skills, i.e. thinking is not just a matter of logic. In fact, the book she is prefacing performs the thinking she describes. It is composed of six exercises of thought that do not prescribe what to think, but instead seek to “move in this gap.” Notably, at the end of the Preface, Arendt stresses that the essay is the literary form more akin to the exercises of thought she is practicing.

This article is also an attempt to be an exercise of thinking, focusing on the problematization of what we do in school under the name of philosophy. In the gap opened by Arendt, this exercise hopes to open other gaps concerning the way the teaching of philosophy is usually understood in “educational thinking, policy, and practice,” in Arendt’s terms.

Given the complexity of the issues involved, and the rather short length of this contribution, it will only be possible to point out issues that will certainly need to be further unfolded and justified elsewhere. The aim of this essay is to provide some stimuli to (re)consider two notions addressed by Arendt: time and thinking, and especially the relationship between them; and the more general issue of what kind of time can be nurtured through thinking. More specifically, this essay inquires into what kind of experience of time the dispositive of thinking called philosophy can foster in educational institutions, here referred to by the generic name of school. To accomplish this aim, the themes of time and thinking will be addressed in the first two sections. In the third section, the question of teaching philosophy in school will be examined in light of the characterizations of time and thinking previously developed.

**Time**

The idea of time as a continuous line is derived in the so-called Western tradition from the association of time and movement, as found in Plato’s *Timaeus*. In effect, time as *chronos* is “a moving image of eternity (*aion*) moving according to number.”

While defining *chronos* as a moving image of *aion*, Plato might have had in mind Parmenides’s sphere. He stresses this other gap, pointed to by Arendt, between the physics (natural movement) and the metaphysics (an artificial immobile space): the timeless, aionic, eternal, spherical being, and the imperfect, moving, chronological line. In the *Physics*, Aristotle defines *chronos* in a more analytic way as “the number of movement according to before and after.” According to Aristotle, the two parts of time are past (the movements already experienced) and future (the movements still to be experienced). If time is movement, the present cannot exist but as a limit or boundary: there is no way to stop natural movement other than in a metaphysic artificial realm. The movement of *chronos* is continuous, consecutive, successive, and irreversible: one movement after another, of seconds, minutes, hours, days, weeks, months, years, decades, centuries, etc. There is no way to be in March without passing the whole of February, to begin April right after February before March itself has passed and ended, or living again in 2015 once 2016 has begun.

*Chronos* is familiar to us because it resembles the arbitrary cultural inventions that give structure to the way we think and experience time. This notion of time seems also to be presupposed in Kafka’s Parable and explains the difficulty of the man who stands between the past and future: the crash of time is inevitable and his
position unsustainable. Only his presence breaks the continuity of time and introduces the gap in which “he” stands.14

But chronos is not the only word the Greeks had for time. Another is kairos, which means “measure,” and, in relation to time, “critical moment,” “seasonal,” “opportunity.”15 If movements in chronos are qualitatively all the same (that is, every element of time is the same as any other in terms of quality), then kairos establishes a qualitative difference as a result of the human presence in the natural movement of chronos. If chronos follows a regular and non-differentiable pattern, in a human life it is clearly not qualitatively the same to do some things at some moments rather than at others: what was not even thinkable to occur in October 2015 might be completely expected in April 2016, for example.

But still there is a third term for time in Ancient Greek, already mentioned in the quote from Plato’s Timaeus: aion, which is usually translated in Plato and Aristotle as “eternity.” In its more ancient appearances it means the intensity of lifetime, duration, destination, something not easily divisible or countable. There is an extraordinary and enigmatic fragment of Heraclitus16 that connects aion and infancy, suggesting that if chronos is the adult time of institutions, aion is an infant time of play.17 If in chronos the present cannot be but a limit (or a “gap” as in Arendt’s interpretation of Kafka’s Parable), in aion the present is everywhere, and aionical time is only present, for example, when an infant plays. Aion, governed by infancy, is not only the time of play, but also the time of questioning and thinking as opposed to the chronological time of knowing. Moreover, it is also the time of philosophy and art, as opposed to the time of science; of aesthetic experience, as opposed to scientific experiment; and also the time of love.

As already observed, Arendt points out that the present she is speaking of is “due exclusively to the presence of man,”18 or as Jan Masschelein describes it, “the insertion into time of “a beginning” (man as a being of action).”19 According to Masschelein, the present that we experience, for example while we think, is not something that appears as such and before us (as an object of knowledge, as in a scientific experiment in modern science), but something that emerges when we are committed and affected in an attentive and caring way, when we are involved in a way in which we cannot really separate ourselves from what we are experiencing (like in philosophical questioning). If in the former we touch the present, in the latter we are touched by it. Thus, in aion the relationship between the object-subject of knowledge is suspended; we are exposed and transformed by experience. In other words, and inspired by Masschelein, we can argue that these experiences of thinking can only exist if we recognize ourselves as infants, in the sense of interrupters of a given force or movement, and writers of our lives as part of a new world, i.e., beginners.

THINKING

It is probably time to engage with the question, “what does it mean to think?,” which has a rich tradition that we can trace back as far as Plato’s “logos of the soul with itself.”20 We have already noticed how Arendt distinguishes the experience of thinking from the mental habits that follow a logical pattern. More recently, Gilles Deleuze has critiqued instrumental conceptions of thinking, those that consider
thinking as a set of skills, abilities, or competences, and which seem to be the basis not only of different discourses in the social and human sciences, but also the history of philosophy. The dominant understanding of thinking presupposes what he calls a dogmatic, naturalized, or moralistic image of thinking. Based on recognition, thinking cannot generate more than conformity to the same. But on what can thinking be based if not on recognition? From where can it emerge? From an encounter, Deleuze suggests. It is an unpredictable encounter that forces us to think, puts us in doubt, takes us out of our conformity, normality, and natural attitude. As an experience of encounter, thinking is a free operation of difference: the complex repetition in the realm of the heterogeneous—uncertain, accidental, unexpected. As an ability or tool, thinking is mechanized, turned into a technique. As unexpected encounter, thinking cannot be trained, but one can prepare for it; it can be nurtured, awaited, and, when experienced, cared for.

Deleuze points out that the history of philosophical thinking is not chronologic but stratigraphic: for example, in one stratum or plateau we find Plato, Kant, and Hegel around the concept of justice; on another Empedocles, Montaigne, and Foucault on friendship, and so on. Time in the history of philosophy is neither historical nor linear; philosophers of different chronological times might overlap or share the same philosophical time while creating concepts about the particular problems they pose.

**Teaching Philosophy in School**

The rationale for teaching philosophy in school is usually focused on the effects it might have on students’ thinking. This is the case in educational movements such as “critical thinking” or “philosophy for children,” where it is argued that the exposition of children, adolescents, and young people to philosophy will allow them to foster the thinking skills they need in order to develop into autonomous thinkers, or reasonable citizens, or whatever terms are used to refer to the aims of the formation process in which the teaching of philosophy is incorporated. Recently, UNESCO has published a report entitled *Philosophy: a school of freedom*, about the situation of the teaching of philosophy around the world. In this report, which covers all levels of teaching, the pre-school and elementary school chapters focus on presenting examples of practices that have been carried out with children across the five continents. The high-school chapter presents a map of the situation of the discipline in different regions and opens up a discussion on the meaning of that presence. After pointing out how vast a subject “philosophy” is and the challenges faced in almost every educational system, UNESCO’s reading committee concludes: “Philosophical teaching is defined as bringing freedom into the exercise of critical thinking—and through critical thinking exercising freedom;” it prepares young people in order to inhabit “the political world,” to put it in Arendtian terms.

Let’s follow another strategy. According to its Greek etymology, the word “school” is a “time-word,” *schole*, which means leisure, rest, ease, (plenty of) time. School as *schole* configures space-time so that egalitarian and unique experiences of time unfold. Thinking of *schole* in this way, we follow authors such as the 18th/19th century Venezuelan educator and philosopher Simón Rodríguez, and contemporary philosophers Jacques Rancière and Jan Masschelein. Rodríguez explored how in the
Latin tradition *schole* was translated as *otium*, and argues that those who make school in to a transaction (*neg-otium* in Latin, *negocio* in Spanish) in fact deny the very form of school. When school is thought of in the commercial sense of *negotiation*, *schole* is negated. Rancière has shown that the Greek *schole* was not specifically an institution to learn in, but rather a space to share an egalitarian experience of free-time, one that is completely impossible for those inserted in the labor market. Masschelein has described *schole* as a form with a number of characteristics that constitute the experience of free, liberated time: suspension, profanation, attention, technology, equality, public love, preparation, responsibility. 

Contemporary schools are far from this experience of spared-time. They are mainly chronological institutions: time is organized in hours, semesters, years. Schools function according to the logic of periodization. *Kairos* also has its place in schools in the sense that some spaces, both geographically and pedagogically, can be occupied only at specific and pre-established ages. According to this logic, there is a precise time, an opportunity, when some contents can be learned, and cannot be learned either before or afterwards. As any inhabitant of contemporary schools might confirm, in different geographical contexts, with very rare exceptions, there is no free time in schools other than the breaks, excursions, or similar intervals that seem to be there so that the regular school time can maintain its hegemonic place.

As we have already suggested, even philosophy as a subject matter seems to be submitted to this same chronological experience of time: its contents, usually taken from the hegemonic history of the discipline, are presented in a certain sequence and all students must learn them in that order and at the same time.

Thus it is not at all clear that philosophy - not as subject matter, but rather as an experience of thinking - can find a comfortable place at school. The notes on thinking in the previous section might help to clarify what kind of experience of thinking philosophy can make possible: philosophy as experience does not affirm an image of thinking based on skills or abilities, but one of an encounter with what forces one to think. Philosophical thinking does not propose a self-legitimated rationality that establishes what ought to be thought in order to be a “good thinker.” Instead it grants one the possibility to experience the illogical, what seems to not be thinkable, what we do not expect can be thought.

In this sense, philosophy occupies an antinomic position in educational institutions, as shown by Jacques Derrida. On the one hand, philosophy needs and calls to be institutionalized but, on the other, the experience of thinking philosophically is impossible to institutionalize. To put this differently, from one perspective, since Socrates, philosophy cannot be separated from its educational dimension but, at the same time, the very gesture of thinking for oneself that constitutes philosophy cannot be taught, and must be learned by oneself. In this way, philosophy presents an antinomy in relation to both its institutionalization and its educational dimension: it calls for an institutionalization that cannot be fulfilled; it urges an educational dimension that is impossible to fully accomplish.

This antinomy seems to be even stronger when we consider the specific role of the teacher. Let’s consider, provisionally, the act of teaching as an act of giving.
What kind of “giving” is the “giving” of a teacher when she offers philosophy as an experience of philosophical thinking? It is certainly not a “giving” of content, or of a system. Could it be a “giving” of “time”? Derrida has also shown the double aporia present in the expression “giving time.”34 In effect, a true giving could only exist if it does not expect anything in return and if it is without consciousness of the giving, i.e., giving could only truly exist as giving if it is not a giving, it would demand a radical forgetfulness. If giving is impossible, giving time is a double impossibility, because time, considered from the standpoint of the present, the now (nym, as limit, instant) does not exist, it can only be the presents already past, or the presents still to come (future). But none of them really are, and no one can give what does not exist and what, after all, does not belong to anybody. Considered as something that a teacher actually does, “giving time” appears as a double impossibility.

We should note, however, that in his argument concerning the antinomy of “giving time,” Derrida presupposes a concept of time as chronos. But as we have already suggested, the time of the experience of philosophical thinking is more aionic than chronological. Let’s consider, then, a possible meaning for the teaching of philosophy in terms of a “giving of time” that is not understood literally and chronologically, but that might inspire a different meaning to thinking philosophically with others in school.

A number of considerations need to be offered: as just seen, “giving” could not mean “giving” something to somebody, but it might signify offering the conditions in which something, i.e. thinking philosophically, could be experienced. In order to offer, create, or establish these conditions, the teacher gives her own thinking in the act of teaching, not literally, in the sense of transmitting something to her students, because this is impossible, but for the sake of being a teacher. That is, what constitutes the giving of a teacher of philosophy is her giving herself in her thinking, i.e. openly and committedly she offers her thinking, without hiding any of it, to others. At the same time, if this is possible, the teacher gives by making sure that all the others in the classroom can also offer, freely and openly, as equally intellectually capable persons,35 their own thinking. These two dimensions – the offering of her thinking and the preparation of the conditions so that everyone can equally share the thinking experience – are not waiting there to be discovered, but need to be created, invented by the teacher.

To conclude this essay, we might affirm then that the time that is “given” in the shared experience of thinking through philosophy is not something transmitted, objective, external, or that belongs to someone who owns it. Nor is it “the number of movement according to before and after.”36 Rather it is the present aionic experience of time that virtually inhabits actual school as schole. Philosophy, precisely due to its commitment to thinking rather than knowledge, can help to actualize schole. The teaching of philosophy is the offering of a forgotten dimension of school, one that allows newcomers, through the experience of thinking philosophically together, to put the old world into question and eventually to invent a new one. Thought of in this way, philosophy is an untimely experience of thinking: a gap between the actual and the virtual, an encounter with what ought not to be thought, a school of
free-time in school so that a school can be a school. It is a space where the new put
the world into question and prepare themselves for the experience of thinking (and
living) together in a new world.
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